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FAME© Program Overview:

      Managers are faced with a dilemma. On the one hand they recognise the business importance of intangibles such as Learning 
and Development (L&D), Research and Development (R&D), relationship management, and investment in promoting brand  
awareness etc, but on the other they have trouble justifying these expenditures using common financial metrics such as Return on 
Investment (ROI). Furthermore, financial accounting rules don’t help when most of these expenditures are framed as “expenses” 
and not as “investments”.

      In the past this dilemma seemed not 
to be such a problem. While the typical 
manufacturing business invested in  
intangibles, this area of expenditure was 
relatively minor compared to that spent on 
tangibles such as plant and equipment. 
But with the growth of the service economy 
this has all changed: the major component 
of company value in many industries is 
associated with intangibles.
      These issues are of particular concern 
in the Human Resource (HR) profession. 
Increasingly, HR managers are being  
challenged to justify how expenditures on 
L&D and other HR activities “add to the 
bottom line”. In effect, CEOs are saying 
to HR managers: “We know how many 
people attended your training programs, 
now tell us how you’ve improved  
performance.”  
      Of course, the fundamental problem is 
that expenditures in HR cannot be treated 
the same way as equipment expenditures. 
In fact, few expenditures can be sensibly 
isolated from the systems of which they 

are part, after all people are people! 
      To justify intangible investments the business case needs to be framed differently - intangible investments must be seen as  
part of a broader strategic initiative that makes quantifiable connections to business performance. Furthermore, the case must be 
made so that it is more compelling than that offered by the advocates of short-term cost reduction as a means of hitting financial 
performance targets.
      The FAME© process addresses this situation. FAME© applies contemporary thinking drawn from fields including cognitive 
science, systems theory, semiotics, economies and learning theory to create a systemic approach to understanding
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the role of intangibles as drivers of business performance. The FAME© approach involves:
 • Framing the case for the intangible expenditure to appropriately integrate bottom and top bottom line effects on 
   business performance.
 • Aligning the investment with the implementation of specific strategies.
 • Modelling the investment so that it is understood within the context of a customer focussed business model.
 • Establishing enabling conditions that are conducive to the long-term adoption of sustainable competitive advantage  
    through superior management of intangibles.

      To develop and apply the FAME© principles,  a 3-phase program involving workshops, participation in a “Learning Exchange”  
and coaching services, is offered. This program is specifically designed to provide an  
individualised roadmap for each participant to become an acknowledged leader in the  
management of intangibles. 
      The  FAME©  Program aims to move an individual manager from a position of simply 
being aware of current issues in their business environment and attempting to address them  
independently, to a position where they become a trusted advisor on making the quantifiable 
connection between intangible investments and business performance. 
      FAME© is one of AMERIN’s premium programs providing you with an alternative 
approach to performance management. It provides the tools and techniques to reframe the 
intangible investment debate by taking into account the people-related improvement initiatives that often involve longer-term 
intangible drivers of business performance.

‘Management of 
intangibles is one of 
the top 3 concerns 

facing Senior 
Executives today in 

the US.’*

FAME© 3 Phase Program                            *Source: Asset Economics Inc.

FAME© Phase One - Introducing Principles and  
Experience in Basic Tools & Techniques

Workshop 1- Introduction to FAME© :

      This full-day workshop introduces participants to  
the FAME© (Framing, Aligning, Modelling & Enabling)  
principles for justifying intangible investments.

      Topic 1 - There is a recognised need amongst  
the business leaders for a new approach to intangible  
investment and the challenges of justifying intangible  
investments. FAME© offers participants a proven  
alternative and in doing so moves them along  
the path of becoming a ‘competent influencer’ in the  
area of intangible investments within the overall  
company strategy.
      Topic 2 - Framing the debate - the workshop also  
highlights the way in which language and metaphors  
frame our business arguments. For examples;  
bottom-line Vs. Top-line strategies, short term Vs.  
long term company views, ‘humans’ Vs. ‘resources’. 

Target Workshop Outcomes:
      • Articulation of the challenge
      • Appreciation of the FAME© Approach
      • Participants will gain insight into how to  
        better position intangible investments 
        within the company’s overall strategy.

Workshop 2 - Introduction to ‘driver models’ linking  
performance drivers to customer experience cycles:

This full-day workshop uses the simple driver models  
developed in Workshop 1 to establish more comprehensive 
business models (or Operating Models) from which key  
intangible indicators for measuring performance are identified. 
Participants are introduced to some principles of performance 
measurement - removing the ‘mystery’ of measuring intangibles.

Target Workshop Outcomes:
      • Development of an initial set of Driver Models  
        for your business

FAME© Phase Two - Action Learning / Action 
Research framework for the roll-out of strategy

Workshop 3 - ‘From Ideas to Action’ - Developing the 
framework for the roll-out of Strategy:

     This Workshop is a non-consecutive 3-day day program. It 
involves further development of the driver models established in 
Workshop 2 along with focus on developing an Action Learning 
/ Action Research framework to ensure alignment of intangible 
investments with tangible strategic outcomes.

Target Workshop Outcomes:
      • Participants can use their knowledge and skills on Action 
        Research techniques to influence change within their 
        organisations to improve business performance.
      • Participants can also obtain access to the AMERIN  
        Learning Exchange - where they can share 
        experiences and obtain coaching in a variety of areas.

FAME© Phase Three - An Advanced Program  
emphasising simulation modelling &  
implementation of enabling conditions for  
sustainable competitive performance.

      Gaining experience in the use of Workshop 4 & 5 tools  
and techniques moves participants towards becoming a 
trusted advisor on quantifying performance improvement from  
intangible investments.

Workshop 4 - Identification of enabling conditions to 
achieve a sustainable competitive advantage through 
the superior management of intangibles. 

Workshop 5 - Familiarisation with the System  
Dynamics approach  

Participants will gain an understanding of the dynamic cause-effect 
relationships between intangibles and business outcomes. 
For participants who want to really expand their knowledge in 
this area AMERIN has available a 1 week course in System 
Dynamics modelling.      (See AMERIN for further details)



Limited Seats Are Available Now to Attend 
FAME© Workshop 1

Program Description
Detail   Description
Workshop Format  Full day involving introduction to FAME© concepts and practice. 
   Participants will receive a FAME© Workbook that enables them 
   to capture notes and complete workshop exercises. 
   This will provide valuable reference material for completing the 
   Workshop Action Items and for future discussion on the FAME© principles. 
   Registration commences @ 8.30am / Finishing & Close @ 5.30pm

Topics Covered  1.   Overview of the FAME© approach;
   2.   Re-framing the debate: bottom line Vs top-line; financial accounting Vs. 
         management accounting; short-term Vs long-term 
   3.   Customer experience cycles; drivers of customer value and relationship  
         to revenue generation. 

Exercise   Highly interactive exercise for optimum learning.
   Develop a driver model frame for a division/organisation
   Group Break-Out Activity
Action Items  Commence the foundational work for building a full Business Driver Model
   (See Workshop Expectations Section below for details)
Entry    No minimum requirements, however, your role should involve having to  
Prerequisites  justify intangible investments

Activity

Registration commences @ 
8.30am / Finishing & Close @ 
5.30pm 

Highly interactive exercise for 
optimum learning.

Group Break Out Activity

See Workshop Expectations 
Section below for details

Workshop Expected Outcomes

      The adjacent diagram illustrates the 
individual development roadmap associated 
with FAME©. It takes each participant from 
being an Aware Business Leader to a Trusted 
Advisor on how to quantify the connection 
between intangible investments and improved 
business performance.
      As an output of attending this FAME©   
Workshop 1 each participant will be introduced 
to the foundational work for building a full 
Business Driver Model for maximising and 
measuring intangible investments. 
The foundation elements covered are:
      • Understand the shortfalls of financial 
        models when justifying intangible 
        investments
      • Understand how people use frames to 
        make sense of data and facts for 
        decision making 
      • Develop an alternative driver model for
        justifying intangible investments  
      • Understand how to use these models 
        to influence organisational change 

Facilitators          John Barton is an AMERIN associate with an extensive background in industry, academia, and consulting. 
He specialises in Systems Thinking, particularly as it applies to understanding the dynamics of strategy and the implementation of 

strategy using Business Action Research. He has pioneered a number of techniques in the field of 
knowledge management and the measurement of intangibles. John has international experience in 
the development and application of these ideas and teaches and conducts research in a number of 
business schools including the Graduate School of Business at Monash University, the University 
of Palermo in Italy (Visiting Professor), the National Graduate School of Management at the ANU, 
Canberra (Visiting Fellow), and AIM’s masters program in Leadership Navigation (in conjunction 
with the Norwegian School of Management).
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Peter Aughton formed AMERIN in 1993 to provide solutions and advice on how to create value from intangible 
assets using Open Systems Theory (OST) concepts. Peter is an international specialist in two methodologies 
translated from OST, namely the Search Conference for large group strategic planning and Participative Design 
for establishing highly adaptive and responsive organisational designs. Today, the AMERIN team continues to help 
organisations maximise returns from their intangible investments. Some AMERIN offerings are highlighted below.

Angela Wilde brings to this event extensive business and commercial experience 
both in start-up organisations and global companies, along with international  
expertise in the areas of Channels, Sales and Partner Development. As a former Senior Manager at Cisco Systems, 
heading up the Services Channels team in Asia Pacific (APAC), her responsibilities included Partner enablement, 
Services Sales development and Strategic & Global Partner relationship development across the APAC theatre.

4 Easy Ways to Register
Phone:  03 9854 6244
FAX:   03 9854 6399
Email:   melboffice@amerin.com.au
Mail:   Level 1, 89 High Street, Kew, VIC 3101

Booking Details
Dates: See Coming Events Below
Time:  9:00am to 17:30pm, Registration commences at 8.30

Venue: AMERIN training room – Venue details will be 
 forwarded upon registration

Fee:  $595.00 (Inc GST) per participant, which includes a workbook, lunch and refreshments. (Early Bird discount $550.00  
(inc GST) – To qualify for this discount both the completed registration form along with full payment must be received no later than  
3 (three) weeks prior to the event date.)

To Register: To secure your place, please complete the details below and return to AMERIN with a cheque payable to AMERIN  
Pty Ltd no later than 2 (two) weeks before the event date. Payment must be received prior to attending this event otherwise this  
registration will be considered not valid. To pay by VISA, Bankcard or MasterCard please contact AMERIN.

Registration Form

Maximising Intangible Investments
FAME© Workshop 1

NAME: ......................................................................................................

TITLE: .......................................................................................................

ORG’N: .....................................................................................................

ADDRESS: ...............................................................................................

CONTACT: Telephone:............................  Mobile:...........................

  Facsimile:............................. Email:.............................

 Please detach and return with full payment to:
 AMERIN Pty Ltd, Level 1, 89 High Street, Kew, VIC 3101
 Tel:  03 9854 6244    Fax: 03 9854 6399
 Any enquiries should be directed to melboffice@amerin.com.au

Coming AMERIN Events in July to September: 

FAME© Workshop 1 - Dates and locations (note venue details will be forwarded 
upon receipt of registration):
19 July 2005 – Melbourne   27 July 2005 – Melbourne
16 August 2005 – Sydney   30 August 2005 - Brisbane
13 September 2005 – Adelaide  27 September 2005 – Melbourne

NB: Dates and locations may be subject to change and in this event attendees will be 
notified via email/phone to discuss alternative workshop options.

AMERIN Cancellation Policy:
AMERIN does not provide cancellation refunds. 
For cancellations received five (5) days prior to a 
workshop you will receive a 100% credit for use 
towards another workshop.
AMERIN Privacy Policy:
Any information provided by you in registering  
for this workshop will be held by AMERIN in  
strictest confidence. By supplying your contact  
details you are agreeing to AMERIN contacting 
you via these details about other AMERIN  
products and services.
Other AMERIN Services:
• Simulation and forecasting service to identify  
  the connection between intangible investments    
  and results
• In-house projects to deliver customised  
  performance improvement solutions from an   
  organisation’s intangible assets
• Targeted research projects to develop new  
  systemic management tools to maximise returns 
  from intangible investments
• Provision of key intangible reports over time to 
  show their impact on business performance

For more information on the complete AMERIN 
consulting portfolio contact our office on: 
Tel:  03 9854 6244 Fax: 03 9854 6399
melboffice@amerin.com.au
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